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 and  scatteringΛ(1405) K̄N

 does not fit in standard picture —> exotic candidateΛ(1405)

: experiment

Λ(1405)

: theory
N. Isgur and G. Karl, PRD18, 4187 (1978)

Resonance in coupled-channel scattering

Detailed analysis of -  scattering is necessaryK̄N πΣ
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Strategy for  interactionK̄N

Above the  threshold : direct constraintsK̄N

-  total cross sections (old data)K−p

Below the  threshold: indirect (reaction model needed)K̄N

-  mass spectra (LEPS, CLAS, HADES, J-PARC, …)πΣ

-  threshold branching ratios (old data)K̄N
-  scattering length (new data : SIDDHARTA)K−p

K̄N

πΣ
energy

Λ(1405)

 and  potentialsΛ(1405) K̄N

Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PLB 706, 63 (2011); NPA 881, 98 (2012)

Chiral SU(3)

https://inspirehep.net/literature/927436
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1086833


TW TWB NLO Experiment

�E [eV] 373 377 306 283± 36± 6 [10]

� [eV] 495 514 591 541± 89± 22 [10]

� 2.36 2.36 2.37 2.36± 0.04 [11]

Rn 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.189± 0.015 [11]

Rc 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.664± 0.011 [11]

�2/d.o.f 1.12 1.15 0.96

pole positions 1422� 16i 1421� 17i 1424� 26i

[MeV] 1384� 90i 1385� 105i 1381� 81i

Table 1
Results of the systematic �2 analysis using leading order (TW) plus Born terms (TWB) and full NLO
schemes. Shown are the energy shift and width of the 1s state of the kaonic hydrogen (�E and �),
threshold branching ratios (�, Rn and Rc), �2/d.o.f of the fit, and the pole positions of the isospin I = 0
amplitude in the K̄N -⇡⌃ region.

the subtraction constants ai in Eq. (7), especially those in the ⇡⇤ and ⌘⌃ channels,
exceed their expected “natural” values ⇠ 10�2 by more than an order of magnitude [14].
This clearly indicates the necessity of including higher order terms in the interaction
kernel Vij . It also emphasizes the important role of the accurate kaonic hydrogen data in
providing sensitive constraints.

The additional inclusion of direct and crossed meson-baryon Born terms does not
change �E and �2/d.o.f. in any significant way. It nonetheless improves the situation
considerably since the subtraction constants ai now come down to their expected “nat-
ural” sizes.

The best fit (with �2/d.o.f. = 0.96) is achieved when incorporating NLO terms in the
calculations. The inputs used are: the decay constants f⇡ = 92.4 MeV, fK = 110.0 MeV,
f⌘ = 118.8 MeV, and axial vector couplings D = 0.80, F = 0.46 (i.e. gA = D+F = 1.26);
subtraction constants at a renormalization scale µ = 1 GeV (all in units of 10�3): a1 =
a2 = �2.38, a3 = �16.57, a4 = a5 = a6 = 4.35, a7 = �0.01, a8 = 1.90, a9 = a10 =
15.83; and NLO parameters (in units of 10�1 GeV�1): b̄0 = �0.48, b̄D = 0.05, b̄F =
0.40, d1 = 0.86, d2 = �1.06, d3 = 0.92, d4 = 0.64. Within the set of altogether
“natural”-sized constants ai the relative importance of the K⌅ channels involving double-
strangeness exchange is worth mentioning.

As seen in Table 1, the results are in excellent agreement with threshold data. The
same input reproduces the whole set of K�p cross section measurements as shown in
Fig. 2 (Coulomb interaction e↵ects are included in the diagonal K�p ! K�p channel
as in Ref. [6]). A systematic uncertainty analysis has been performed by varying the
parameters obtained from �2 fits within the range permitted by the uncertainty measures
of the kaonic hydrogen experimental data. Since the shift and width of kaonic hydrogen
are rather insensitive to the I = 1 scattering amplitudes, the total cross section of
K�p ! ⇡0⇤ reaction is also used for the uncertainty analysis. We find that all cross
sections are well reproduced with the constraint from the kaonic hydrogen measurement
as shown by the shaded areas in Fig. 2. A detailed description of this analysis will be
given in a longer forthcoming paper [15].

Equipped with the best fit to the observables at K�p threshold and above, an opti-
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Best-fit results by chiral SU(3) dynamics

Branching ratios

SIDDHARTA
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Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PLB 706, 63 (2011)

https://inspirehep.net/literature/927436
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PDG has changed
2020 update of PDG

T. Hyodo, M. Niiyama, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 120, 103868 (2021)
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- “ ” is no longer at 1405 MeV but ~ 1420 MeV.Λ(1405)

- Lower pole : two-star resonance Λ(1380)

Citation: P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020)

!(1405) 1/2! I (JP ) = 0(12
!) Status: """"

In the 1998 Note on the !(1405) in PDG 98, R.H. Dalitz discussed
the S-shaped cusp behavior of the intensity at the N-K threshold ob-
served in THOMAS 73 and HEMINGWAY 85. He commented that
this behavior ”is characteristic of S-wave coupling; the other below
threshold hyperon, the " (1385), has no such threshold distortion
because its N-K coupling is P-wave. For !(1405) this asymmetry is

the sole direct evidence that JP = 1/2!.”

A recent measurement by the CLAS collaboration, MORIYA 14,

definitively established the long-assumed JP = 1/2! spin-parity
assignment of the !(1405). The experiment produced the
!(1405) spin-polarized in the photoproduction process ! p "

K+!(1405) and measured the decay of the !(1405)(polarized) "

"+ (polarized)"!. The observed isotropic decay of !(1405) is
consistent with spin J = 1/2. The polarization transfer to the

"+(polarized) direction revealed negative parity, and thus estab-

lished JP = 1/2!.

See the related review(s):
Pole Structure of the !(1405) Region

!(1405) POLE POSITION!(1405) POLE POSITION!(1405) POLE POSITION!(1405) POLE POSITION

REAL PARTREAL PARTREAL PARTREAL PART
VALUE (MeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

1429+ 8
! 7

1 MAI 15 DPWA

1434± 2 2 MAI 15 DPWA

1421+ 3
! 2 GUO 13 DPWA

1424+ 7
!23 IKEDA 12 DPWA

1Solution number 4.
2 Solution number 2.

!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART
VALUE (MeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

24+ 4
! 6

1 MAI 15 DPWA

20+ 4
! 2

2 MAI 15 DPWA

38+16
!10 GUO 13 DPWA

52+ 6
!28 IKEDA 12 DPWA

1Solution number 4.
2 Solution number 2.

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 1 Created: 6/1/2020 08:30

Citation: P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020)

!(1380) 1/2! JP = 1
2
! Status: ""

OMITTED FROM SUMMARY TABLE
See the related review on ”Pole Structure of the !(1405) Region.”

!(1380) POLE POSITION!(1380) POLE POSITION!(1380) POLE POSITION!(1380) POLE POSITION

REAL PARTREAL PARTREAL PARTREAL PART
VALUE (MeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

1325±15 1 MAI 15 DPWA

1330+ 4
! 5

2 MAI 15 DPWA

1388± 9 GUO 13 DPWA

1381+18
! 6 IKEDA 12 DPWA

1Solution number 4.
2 Solution number 2.

!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART!2#IMAGINARY PART
VALUE (MeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

180+24
!36

1 MAI 15 DPWA

112+34
!22

2 MAI 15 DPWA

228+48
!50 GUO 13 DPWA

162+38
!16 IKEDA 12 DPWA

1Solution number 4.
2 Solution number 2.

!(1380) REFERENCES!(1380) REFERENCES!(1380) REFERENCES!(1380) REFERENCES

MAI 15 EPJ A51 30 M. Mai, U.-G. Meissner (BONN, JULI)
GUO 13 PR C87 035202 Z.-H. Guo, J. Oller
IKEDA 12 NP A881 98 Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise (MUNT, RIKEN, TINT)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 1 Created: 6/1/2020 08:31

new!

- Particle Listing section:

Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PLB 706, 63 (2011); NPA 881, 98 (2012);
Z.H. Guo, J.A. Oller, PRC87, 035202 (2013);
M. Mai, U.G. Meißner, EPJA51, 30 (2015)

 and  potentialsΛ(1405) K̄N

K̄NπΣ

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1822909
https://inspirehep.net/literature/927436
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1086833
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Construction of  potentialsK̄N

Local  potential is useful for various applicationsK̄N

 and  potentialsΛ(1405) K̄N

meson-baryon amplitude 
(chiral SU(3) EFT)

Kyoto - -  potential 
(coupled-channel, real)

K̄N πΣ πΛ

Kaonic nuclei

Kyoto  potential
(single-channel, complex)

K̄N

Kaonic deuterium  correlation functionK−p

T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PRC 77, 035204 (2008)

K. Miyahara. T. Hyodo, 
PRC 93, 015201 (2016)

K. Miyahara, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, 
PRC 98, 025201 (2018)

https://inspirehep.net/literature/770146
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1376961
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1669596
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 correlation functionK−p

 total cross sectionsK−p

- Old bubble chamber data

Y. Ikeda et al. / Physics Letters B 706 (2011) 63–67 65

Fig. 2. Calculated K ! p elastic, charge exchange and strangeness exchange cross sections as function of K ! laboratory momentum, compared with experimental data [12].
The solid curves represent best fits of the full NLO calculations to the complete data base including threshold observables. The shaded uncertainty bands are explained in
the text.

with the K !p reduced mass, µr = mK M p/(mK + M p), and includ-
ing important second order corrections [6]. We use the accurate
SIDDHARTA measurements [10]:

!E = 283 ± 36(stat) ± 6(syst) eV,

" = 541 ± 89(stat) ± 22(syst) eV.

The available data base is completed by the collection of (less
accurate) scattering cross sections [12] (see Fig. 2). We do not in-
clude measured #$ mass spectra in the fitting procedure itself but
rather generate them as “predictions” from our coupled-channels
calculations.

4. Results and discussion

Using the unitary coupled-channels method just described, the
basic aim of the present work is to establish a much improved
input set for chiral SU(3) dynamics, by systematic comparison
with a variety of empirical data and with special focus on the
new constraints provided by the recent kaonic hydrogen measure-
ments [10]. A detailed uncertainty analysis is performed. It will be

demonstrated that previous uncertainty measures [7,9] can be re-
duced considerably.

We have carried out %2 fits to the empirical data set in several
consecutive steps: first starting with the leading order (TW) terms,
then adding direct and crossed Born terms, and finally using the
complete NLO effective Lagrangian. The results are summarized in
Table 1. All calculations have been performed using empirical me-
son and baryon masses. This implies in particular that those parts
of the NLO parameters b0,bD and bF responsible for shifting the
baryon octet masses from their chiral limit, M0, to their physi-
cal values, are already taken care of. The remaining renormalized
parameters, denoted by b̄0, b̄D and b̄F , are then expected to be
considerably smaller in magnitude than the ones usually quoted in
tree-level chiral perturbation theory. Similar renormalization argu-
ments imply that the pseudoscalar meson decay constants should
be chosen at or close to their physical values [13],

f# = 92.4 MeV, f K = (1.19 ± 0.01) f# ,

f& = (1.30 ± 0.05) f# . (11)

It turns out that best fit results can indeed be achieved with these
physical decay constants as inputs. This is a non-trivial obser-

Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PLB 706, 63 (2011)

the transport code used in the simulation from GEANT3 [48]
to GEANT4 [49].
The effects related to momentum resolution effects are

accounted for by correcting the theoretical correlation
function, similarly to what shown in Refs. [33] and [41].
The theoretical correlation function C!k"#theoretical depends
not only on the interaction between particles, but also on
the profile and the size of the particle emitting source.
Under the assumption that there is a common Gaussian
source for all particle pairs produced in pp collisions at a
fixed energy, the size of the source considered in the present
analysis is fixed from the baryon-baryon analyses described
in Refs. [33] and [41]. The impact of strongly decaying
resonances (mainly K" decaying into K and ! decaying
into p) on the determination of the radius for Kp pairs was
studied using different Monte Carlo simulations [45,46]
and found to be 10%. This contribution was linearly added
to the systematic uncertainty associated with the radius.
The radii of the considered Gaussian sources are r0 $
1.13% 0.02&0.17

!0.15 fm [33] for collisions at
!!!
s

p
$ 5 and

7 TeV, and r0 $ 1.18% 0.01% 0.12 fm [41] for the
!!!
s

p
$

13 TeV collisions.
The comparison of the measured C!k"# for same-charge

Kp pairs with different models is shown in Fig. 1. Each
panel presents the results at different collision energy and
the comparison with two different scenarios. The blue band
represents the correlation function evaluated as described in
Eq. (1), assuming only the presence of the Coulomb
potential to evaluate the C!k"#theoretical term. The red band
represents the correlation function assuming the strong
potential implemented in the Jülich model [50] in addition
to the Coulomb potential. The latter has been implemented

using the Gamow factor [51]. In the bottom panels, the
difference between data and model evaluated in the middle
of each k" interval, and divided by statistical error of data
for the three considered collision energies are shown. The
width of the bands represents the n-! range associated to
the model variations. The reduced "2 are also shown. This
comparison reveals that the Coulomb interaction is not able
to describe the data points, as expected, while the intro-
duction of a strong potential allows us to reproduce
consistently the data when the same source radius as for
baryon-baryon pairs is considered. Hence, the measured
correlation functions are sensitive to the strong interaction
and can be used to test different strong potentials for the
K!p system, assuming a common source for all the Kp
pairs produced in a collision.
Similar to Fig. 1 for like-sign pairs, Fig. 2 shows the

data-model comparison for unlike-sign pairs. The measured
C!k"# is reported for the three different collision energies
and the C!k"# distributions were compared with different
interaction models. Since all the models considered in this
Letter do not take the presence of "!1520# into account,
only the region below 170 MeV=c is considered in the
comparison. The blue bands show results obtained using
CATS with a Coulomb potential only.
The remaining curves include, on top of the Coulomb

attraction, different descriptions of the K̄N strong inter-
action. The width of each band accounts for the uncer-
tainties in the # parameters, the source radius and the
baseline. The light blue bands corresponds to the Kyoto
model calculations with approximate boundary conditions
on the K!p wave function which neglect the contributions
from #$ and "$ coupled channels [26,52–55]. Moreover,
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FIG. 2. (K!p " K&p̄) correlation functions obtained (from left to right) from pp collisions at
!!!
s

p
$ 5, 7, 13 TeV. The fourth panel

shows the combined results at the three colliding energies; the number of pairs in each data sample has been used as weight. The inset
shows the correlation function evaluated for pp collisions at

!!!
s

p
$ 5 TeV in a wider k" interval. The measurement is presented by the

black markers; the vertical lines and the boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Bottom panels
represent comparison with models as described in the text.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 092301 (2020)

092301-4

correlation function

 correlation functionK−p
S. Acharya et al. (ALICE), PRL 124, 092301 (2020)

C(q) =
NK−p( pK−, pp)

NK−( pK−)Np( pp)

C
(q

)

|q |

pp

pK−

p

K−

cor.

—> Important constraint on  theoriesΛ(1405)

- Excellent precision (  cusp)K̄0n

- Low-energy data below K̄0n

cross section

 correlation functionsK−p

https://inspirehep.net/literature/927436
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Coupled-channel correlation function
 correlation functionsK−p

Schrödinger equation (s-wave)
− ∇2

2μ1
+ V11(r) + VC(r) V12(r) ⋯

V21(r) − ∇2

2μ2
+ V22(r) + Δ2 ⋯

⋮ ⋮ ⋱

ψK−p(r)
ψK̄0n(r)

⋮
= E

ψK−p(r)
ψK̄0n(r)

⋮

Coupled-channel formulation
R. Lednicky, V.V. Lyuboshitz, V.L.Lyuboshitz, Phys. Atom. Nucl. 61, 2050 (1997);
J. Haidenbauer, NPA 981, 1 (2019)

CK−p(q) ≃ ∫ d3r SK−p(r) |Ψ(−)
K−p,q(r) |2 + ∑

i≠K−p

ωi ∫ d3r Si(r) |Ψ(−)
i,q (r) |2

- Transition from K̄0n, π+Σ−, π0Σ0, π−Σ+, π0Λ

-  : weight of source channel  relative to ωi i K−p

Coulomb threshold energy difference
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Correlation function in pp (small)
Wave function  : Kyoto  potentialΨ(−)

q (r) K̄N-πΣ-πΛ

Correlation function in  by ALICE is well reproducedpp

small and the correlation function is not very sensitive to
!"0!, the effects of "" channels are important because of
the strong K̄N ! "" coupling. Then we fix !"0! ! 1 and
vary the parameter !"" around the reference value,
obtained by the simplest statistical model estimate [34],
!"stat#
"" " exp$"mK %mN !m" !m"#=Tc& " 2.0 with Tc !

154 MeV [35,36]. As for the source size, the ALICE
collaboration fixed R ! 1.18 fm by assuming the same
source size as that of K%p, which was obtained by the
femtoscopic correlation fit based on the Jülich K%p
interaction [25], with Coulomb effects treated by the
Gamow factor correction. Although this correction
describes the Coulomb effect well for light systems such
as " ! ", it lacks the necessary accuracy for heavier
systems [32]. Thus, we also consider the variation of R
in the fitting procedure. While the source size can in
principle be channel dependent, possible size differences
between channels can be compensated by varying the
source weights. We therefore use a common source size
in K̄N, "", and "! channels. We also assume that the
source function has a Gaussian shape and the source weight
is isospin symmetric.
The measured correlation function is assumed to be

described in the form [20]

Cfit"q# ! N $1% #fC"q# ! 1g&; "8#

whereN is a normalization constant and # is the pair purity
parameter, known also as the chaoticity parameter. The pair
purity parameter is experimentally determined through a
Monte Carlo simulation, #exp ! 0.64' 0.06, so we allow
for variations of # within 1$. We fit the correlation function
data in the momentum range q < 120 MeV=c, where the
distortion of the s wave is considered to give the dominant
contribution.
In Fig. 2 the %2=d:o:f: distribution is plotted in the

"R;!""# plane. A good fit (%2=d:o:f:! 1) is achieved in the

region from "R;!""# ! "0.6 fm; 0# to "1.1 fm; 5.0#. The
source size R " 1 fm is reasonable for pp collisions, while
!"" should be consistent with the simple statistical model
estimate within a factor of 2 to 3. Thus, we consider
parameter sets in this region with 0.5 # !"" # 5 as equally
acceptable. On the other hand, if we take the R ! 1.18 fm
as adopted by the ALICE Collaboration, !"" " 8 gives a
good fit, but such large !"" values appear to be signifi-
cantly beyond the statistical model estimate.
Figure 3 shows the fitted K!p correlation function

with R ! 0.9 fm as an example of a result satisfying
%2=d:o:f: < 1. The other parameters are chosen as

!"" ! 2.95; N ! 1.13; # ! 0.58; "9#

to give the minimum value of %2=d:o:f: ! 0.58. The
enhancement in the low-momentum range and the char-
acteristic cusp structure are evidently well reproduced.
Recalling the importance of the "" component in the K!p
correlation as shown in Fig. 1, the sizable value of !""
indicates that the contribution from the "" source is
essential to reproduce the data.
The peak structure seen in Fig. 3 around q $ 240 MeV=c

represents the !"1520# resonance. The contribution from
this resonance can be simulated by a Breit-Wigner func-
tion:

Cres"q# !
b#2

"q2=2&K!p %mp %mK! ! ER#2 % #2=4
; "10#

with parameters b, ER, and #. We can isolate the resonance
by subtracting Cfit"q# from the correlation data, using the
parameters of Eq. (9) and R ! 0.9 fm. The remaining
structure in the interval 150 MeV=c < q < 300 MeV=c is

FIG. 2. Reduced %2 distribution in the "R;!""# plane. From
inward out the contour lines correspond to %2=d:o:f: ! 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 2, respectively.

FIG. 3. Correlation function with the best fit parameters (solid
line). The result including the !"1520# contribution is shown by
the dotted line. The dashed line shows the prediction with
R ! 1.6 fm. Its shaded area shows the uncertainty with respect
to the variation of !"". For comparison, we also plot the
corresponding area for the case with R ! 0.9 fm. The ALICE
data set is taken from Ref. [20].

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 132501 (2020)

132501-4

Y. Kamiya, T. Hyodo, K. Morita, A. Ohnishi, W. Weise. PRL124, 132501 (2020)

K. Miyahara, T. Hyodo, W. Weise. PRC98, 025201 (2018)

 correlation functionsK−p

Source function  : Gaussian,  in  data S(r) R ∼ 1 fm K+p

Source weight  by statistical model estimateωπΣ ∼ 2

small and the correlation function is not very sensitive to
!"0!, the effects of "" channels are important because of
the strong K̄N ! "" coupling. Then we fix !"0! ! 1 and
vary the parameter !"" around the reference value,
obtained by the simplest statistical model estimate [34],
!"stat#
"" " exp$"mK %mN !m" !m"#=Tc& " 2.0 with Tc !

154 MeV [35,36]. As for the source size, the ALICE
collaboration fixed R ! 1.18 fm by assuming the same
source size as that of K%p, which was obtained by the
femtoscopic correlation fit based on the Jülich K%p
interaction [25], with Coulomb effects treated by the
Gamow factor correction. Although this correction
describes the Coulomb effect well for light systems such
as " ! ", it lacks the necessary accuracy for heavier
systems [32]. Thus, we also consider the variation of R
in the fitting procedure. While the source size can in
principle be channel dependent, possible size differences
between channels can be compensated by varying the
source weights. We therefore use a common source size
in K̄N, "", and "! channels. We also assume that the
source function has a Gaussian shape and the source weight
is isospin symmetric.
The measured correlation function is assumed to be

described in the form [20]

Cfit"q# ! N $1% #fC"q# ! 1g&; "8#

whereN is a normalization constant and # is the pair purity
parameter, known also as the chaoticity parameter. The pair
purity parameter is experimentally determined through a
Monte Carlo simulation, #exp ! 0.64' 0.06, so we allow
for variations of # within 1$. We fit the correlation function
data in the momentum range q < 120 MeV=c, where the
distortion of the s wave is considered to give the dominant
contribution.
In Fig. 2 the %2=d:o:f: distribution is plotted in the

"R;!""# plane. A good fit (%2=d:o:f:! 1) is achieved in the

region from "R;!""# ! "0.6 fm; 0# to "1.1 fm; 5.0#. The
source size R " 1 fm is reasonable for pp collisions, while
!"" should be consistent with the simple statistical model
estimate within a factor of 2 to 3. Thus, we consider
parameter sets in this region with 0.5 # !"" # 5 as equally
acceptable. On the other hand, if we take the R ! 1.18 fm
as adopted by the ALICE Collaboration, !"" " 8 gives a
good fit, but such large !"" values appear to be signifi-
cantly beyond the statistical model estimate.
Figure 3 shows the fitted K!p correlation function

with R ! 0.9 fm as an example of a result satisfying
%2=d:o:f: < 1. The other parameters are chosen as

!"" ! 2.95; N ! 1.13; # ! 0.58; "9#

to give the minimum value of %2=d:o:f: ! 0.58. The
enhancement in the low-momentum range and the char-
acteristic cusp structure are evidently well reproduced.
Recalling the importance of the "" component in the K!p
correlation as shown in Fig. 1, the sizable value of !""
indicates that the contribution from the "" source is
essential to reproduce the data.
The peak structure seen in Fig. 3 around q $ 240 MeV=c

represents the !"1520# resonance. The contribution from
this resonance can be simulated by a Breit-Wigner func-
tion:

Cres"q# !
b#2

"q2=2&K!p %mp %mK! ! ER#2 % #2=4
; "10#

with parameters b, ER, and #. We can isolate the resonance
by subtracting Cfit"q# from the correlation data, using the
parameters of Eq. (9) and R ! 0.9 fm. The remaining
structure in the interval 150 MeV=c < q < 300 MeV=c is

FIG. 2. Reduced %2 distribution in the "R;!""# plane. From
inward out the contour lines correspond to %2=d:o:f: ! 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 2, respectively.

FIG. 3. Correlation function with the best fit parameters (solid
line). The result including the !"1520# contribution is shown by
the dotted line. The dashed line shows the prediction with
R ! 1.6 fm. Its shaded area shows the uncertainty with respect
to the variation of !"". For comparison, we also plot the
corresponding area for the case with R ! 0.9 fm. The ALICE
data set is taken from Ref. [20].
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Correlation function in  (large)Pb-Pb

Large source:  collisions at 5.02 TeVPb-Pb

 correlation functionsK−p

Kaon–proton scattering in Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 3: Left: scattering parameters obtained from the Lednický–Lyuboshitz fit compared with available world
data and theoretical calculations. Statistical uncertainties are represented as bars and systematic uncertainties, if
provided, as boxes. Right: experimental femtoscopic correlation function for K�p�K+p pairs in the 30–40%
centrality interval, together with various Lednický–Lyuboshitz calculations obtained using the scattering length
parameters from Refs. [17, 18, 71–75] and the source radius from this analysis. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties of the measured data points are added in quadrature and shown as vertical bars.

and ¡ f0 = 0.92± 0.05(stat)+0.12
�0.33(syst) fm.

The obtained parameters of the scattering length are compared with the available experimental values as
well as model calculations [18, 71–75] in the left panel of Fig. 3. Numerical values of those parameters
are also provided in Tab. 1. The ALICE results are compatible with them within uncertainties2. Up until
this point, the world’s best experimental data on Kp scattering are mainly from exotic kaonic atoms,
where the interaction at the threshold is measured, and from scattering experiments. Theory predictions
and calculations are based on cEFT models.

Moreover, the Lednický–Lyuboshitz formalism is also used to compute femtoscopic correlation functions
using scattering length parameters from previous measurements and theory predictions. They are then
compared with the experimental data and the deviations in units of c2/ndf are obtained. The result of
such a procedure is shown in Fig. 3 (right), while the c2/ndf values are presented in Table 1. The Kyoto
model, which captures well the structures related to coupled channels in pp collisions, reproduces the data
trends in all measured Pb–Pb centrality intervals, confirming that the coupled channels are fundamental
in the description of small sources but have a negligible influence on correlation functions at large source
sizes [39]. However, the model still requires further development as the resulting c2/ndf= 2.8 is slightly
worse than the best calculations using the Lednický–Lyuboshitz analytical approach.

2Note that systematic uncertainties are not provided for some of the older results.
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Correlation is suppressed for larger source, as predicted

—> Scattering length 
        fmaK−p = − 0.91 + 0.92i

small and the correlation function is not very sensitive to
!"0!, the effects of "" channels are important because of
the strong K̄N ! "" coupling. Then we fix !"0! ! 1 and
vary the parameter !"" around the reference value,
obtained by the simplest statistical model estimate [34],
!"stat#
"" " exp$"mK %mN !m" !m"#=Tc& " 2.0 with Tc !

154 MeV [35,36]. As for the source size, the ALICE
collaboration fixed R ! 1.18 fm by assuming the same
source size as that of K%p, which was obtained by the
femtoscopic correlation fit based on the Jülich K%p
interaction [25], with Coulomb effects treated by the
Gamow factor correction. Although this correction
describes the Coulomb effect well for light systems such
as " ! ", it lacks the necessary accuracy for heavier
systems [32]. Thus, we also consider the variation of R
in the fitting procedure. While the source size can in
principle be channel dependent, possible size differences
between channels can be compensated by varying the
source weights. We therefore use a common source size
in K̄N, "", and "! channels. We also assume that the
source function has a Gaussian shape and the source weight
is isospin symmetric.
The measured correlation function is assumed to be

described in the form [20]

Cfit"q# ! N $1% #fC"q# ! 1g&; "8#

whereN is a normalization constant and # is the pair purity
parameter, known also as the chaoticity parameter. The pair
purity parameter is experimentally determined through a
Monte Carlo simulation, #exp ! 0.64' 0.06, so we allow
for variations of # within 1$. We fit the correlation function
data in the momentum range q < 120 MeV=c, where the
distortion of the s wave is considered to give the dominant
contribution.
In Fig. 2 the %2=d:o:f: distribution is plotted in the

"R;!""# plane. A good fit (%2=d:o:f:! 1) is achieved in the

region from "R;!""# ! "0.6 fm; 0# to "1.1 fm; 5.0#. The
source size R " 1 fm is reasonable for pp collisions, while
!"" should be consistent with the simple statistical model
estimate within a factor of 2 to 3. Thus, we consider
parameter sets in this region with 0.5 # !"" # 5 as equally
acceptable. On the other hand, if we take the R ! 1.18 fm
as adopted by the ALICE Collaboration, !"" " 8 gives a
good fit, but such large !"" values appear to be signifi-
cantly beyond the statistical model estimate.
Figure 3 shows the fitted K!p correlation function

with R ! 0.9 fm as an example of a result satisfying
%2=d:o:f: < 1. The other parameters are chosen as

!"" ! 2.95; N ! 1.13; # ! 0.58; "9#

to give the minimum value of %2=d:o:f: ! 0.58. The
enhancement in the low-momentum range and the char-
acteristic cusp structure are evidently well reproduced.
Recalling the importance of the "" component in the K!p
correlation as shown in Fig. 1, the sizable value of !""
indicates that the contribution from the "" source is
essential to reproduce the data.
The peak structure seen in Fig. 3 around q $ 240 MeV=c

represents the !"1520# resonance. The contribution from
this resonance can be simulated by a Breit-Wigner func-
tion:

Cres"q# !
b#2

"q2=2&K!p %mp %mK! ! ER#2 % #2=4
; "10#

with parameters b, ER, and #. We can isolate the resonance
by subtracting Cfit"q# from the correlation data, using the
parameters of Eq. (9) and R ! 0.9 fm. The remaining
structure in the interval 150 MeV=c < q < 300 MeV=c is

FIG. 2. Reduced %2 distribution in the "R;!""# plane. From
inward out the contour lines correspond to %2=d:o:f: ! 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 2, respectively.

FIG. 3. Correlation function with the best fit parameters (solid
line). The result including the !"1520# contribution is shown by
the dotted line. The dashed line shows the prediction with
R ! 1.6 fm. Its shaded area shows the uncertainty with respect
to the variation of !"". For comparison, we also plot the
corresponding area for the case with R ! 0.9 fm. The ALICE
data set is taken from Ref. [20].
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Systematic study of source size dependence
Correlations in , ,  by Kyoto  potentialpp p-Pb Pb-Pb K̄N-πΣ-πΛ

 correlation functionsK−p

More strength is needed in the  channelK̄0n
04/10/2022 Ramona Lea - Hadron physics with kaon beam and related topics

● Unique constraint and direct access to 
K⁻p ↔ K̅⁰n and K⁻p ↔ πΣ dynamics 

● 𝛼K̅⁰–n deviates from unity: 
○ K⁻p ↔ K̅⁰n currently implemented in Kyoto 

𝜒EFT is too weak 
○ fine tuning of Kyoto 𝜒EFT is needed and data 

from hadron-hadron collisions have to be 
taken into account

K⁻p from small to large systems

ALICE Collaboration arXiv: 2205.15176

21

p

p

p

Pb
Pb

Pb

Expected weight  by 
Thermal Fist + Blast Wave

ωi

enhancement needed to 
explain data

S. Acharya et al. (ALICE), arXiv:2205.15176 [nucl-ex]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/2088954
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 scattering data and kaonic hydrogen data 
are well described by chiral SU(3) dynamics. 
Corresponding Kyoto - -  potential is 
constructed.  

Global structures of  correlation functions 
are reproduced by Kyoto - -  potential. 
Detailed study of source size dep. indicates the 
lack of strength in the  channel.

K−p

K̄N πΣ πΛ

K−p
K̄N πΣ πΛ

K̄0n

Summary
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